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Markets Central is home for all your Markets Shopping needs. A dedicated online shopping mall of
market stalls designed for all you lovers of the markets shopping and all things handmade to crafts,
art, jewellery, gourmet produce, fashion, vintage, candles and bath and beautyproducts. We
welcome you to this awesome community generated market place where content is written and
contributed entirely by you, our fans, the markets and market stallholders.

Markets Central is your ultimate guide to Australia's Markets. Whether you are looking forMarkets in
Sydney, Markets in Melbourne, Markets in Brisbane, Markets in Perth, Markets in Canberra or
Markets in Adelaide you're sure to find them on Markets Central. Maybe you're planning at your
next trip to regional Australia? You can start you state wide market search here and look for regional
Markets in NSW, Markets in Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, WA and Tasmania.

Oh, glorious market place, how you make the days of marketeers come alive with brilliance! The joy
we witness as the smiles on peoples faces grow more apparent with every twist and turn of your
meandering green lanes embraced by the magical presence of master crafts people. Knowing that
all stall holders are in-tune with the very fibre of their work  makes you confident that the level of skill
will always far exceed the high expectations you come prepared with. This Sunday is definitely no
different as we see one of the greatest Sydney markets come to life in the form of the St. Ives
Heritage Craft Fair.

You will be forgiven for thinking that this beautiful marketplace exists in natures wonderland, the
beautiful surrounds of the St. Ives Showground paint a backdrop of magnificience with thick forest
and green adornment creating a truly wonderful experience for stall holders and market goers alike.
The crafts folk that attend the Heritage Craft Fair are all so skilled beyond imagination, with
wonderful creations that will find their way to anyones heart. Whether you love jewellery, bath and
beauty, fashion - both vintage and modern, gourmet food and produce (so much scrumptious fare!),
artisans of all arts & crafts types, and great activities for the children as well as wonderful
entertainment for all, you'll definitely find yourself deeply in love at the St. Ives Heritage Craft Fair.

This monthly exhibition of high quality handmade goods is definitely not one to miss, so make sure
you get down there this Sunday from 9:00am to 3:00pm for what will be a wonderful day and to
support locally handmade goods! Below you'll find some of the Heritage Craft Fair stalls that show
on Markets Central, make sure you get down there to visit all the other fine stall holders!
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